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’ INTRODUCTION

There is growing interest in new energy storage devices that
are low cost, lightweight, and deliver high energy and power
densities. Energy storage devices based on nanostructured
electrodes are lightweight and display much larger power den-
sities than conventional batteries and higher energy densities
compared to conventional capacitors. Electrochemical capacitors
have been studied intensively and rely mainly electrochemical
double-layer capacitance (EDLC) or pseudocapacitance, which
are known to have high power and high energy density, respec-
tively. Supercapacitors are special type of energy storage device,
which display intermediate power and energy, between dielectric
capacitors and electrochemical batteries. Such devices can deliver
high power during shorter periods of time, making them attrac-
tive for electric automobile applications that require quick bursts
of energy.1 Currently, carbon-based electrodes and metal oxides
are mainly associated with supercapacitor electrodes. Carbon-
based supercapacitor technology has become the cheapest
technology because of the low production cost of activated
carbon. These systems store charges on the surface of electrodes
based purely on an electrochemical double layer. Unlike charge
transfer reactions that occur in electrochemical batteries where
charges are generated in the structure of the material, EDLCs
deliver charges at much faster rates with high power densities.
However, the charged species adsorbed on the carbon material
are only on the surface and the energy density of this type of
capacitor is limited by the accessible surface area. Metal oxide
based electrodes are known to exhibit charge transfer reactions
and generate a large number of charges within the structure.
Hence, they can exhibit higher energy densities than EDLCs,
but because of the slow charge transfer kinetics of metal oxide
based electrodes, they exhibit much lower power densities than

EDLCs. Up to now, many different types of metal oxides (RuO2,
MnO2, NiO, V2O5) have been employed in supercapacitors.2�5

In recent years, Ru-based electrodes have shown promise and
offer higher specific capacitance and higher power densities.6

However, the high cost of Ru based materials has greatly limited
commercial energy storage applications. As a low-cost alternative
to RuO2, vanadium oxides have been shown to be promising
candidates for energy storage applications. Besides changing the
electrode material, increasing the surface area of the electrode is
one of the key strategies to increase the number of active sites
where charges are stored. Low dimensional nanostructures such
as nanotubes,7�9 nanowires and nanobelts10,11 exhibit higher
surface area and novel physiochemical properties compared to
bulk materials.12,13 The nanostructures having a tubular
morphology are particularly attractive for electrode materials
since there are three different contact regions available: inner,
outer, and tube ends, which creates short diffusion pathways
for ions.14 In recent studies, low-dimensional nanostructures
of vanadium oxides have shown outstanding electrochemical
properties suitable for energy storage devices. The lamellar
structure of vanadium oxide nanotubes improves the Li+ ion
loading due to the lower diffusion distance and higher surface
area for intercalation compared with bulk V2O5.

10,15 In addi-
tion to the higher Li ion diffusion coefficient, there are several
accessible oxidation states for vanadium (V2+, V3+, V4+, V5+)
for electrochemical redox reactions. The ease of reducing from
the +5 oxidation state to lower oxidation states and the ability
to intercalate Li ions into the layered structures makes V2O5
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study, we report the synthesis of V2O5 nanotube (VNT)
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achieved by coating the CF with V2O5 by pulsed laser deposi-
tion (PLD). Hydrothermal treatment of the PLD films in the
presence of excess intercalated V2O5 results in formation of
well-adhered VNT clusters on the CF. The densely packed
VNTs have inner and outer diameters and interlayer distances
of ∼24, ∼70, and ∼2.4 nm, respectively. Coin cell type supercapacitors (CR2032) were assembled using VNT-CF as the anode
material and electrochemical properties were evaluated.
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an ideal material for faradaic capacitors and high-energy Li ion
batteries.16,17

Vanadium oxide nanotubes have been synthesized by several
methods, such as nonalkoxide routes,18 and the sol�gel reaction
of vanadium alkoxides with a primary amine.19,20 While there has
been progress in controlling the morphology of V2O5 nano-
structures, growing of these V2O5 nanostructures as thin films
remains a challenge. In earlier reports, vanadium oxide thin films
have been made by sputtering,21 evaporation,22 vapor deposition23

and pulsed laser deposition (PLD).24,25We have previously demon-
strated the preparation of low-density metal oxide thin films and
nanostructures by PLD for different applications.26,27 Furthermore,
electochromic devices,28 lithium ion microbatteries,29 and photo-
chromic devices30 have also been prepared from laser ablated V2O5

thin films. The formation of VNT thin films by PLD has not been
reported before.

Although the various nanostructured forms of V2O5 have
shown improved electrochemical properties,31�33 the low elec-
tronic conductivity of V2O5 requires the combination of V2O5

with conductive substrates, such as conductive polymers34,35 or
carbonaceous materials.36,37 Supporting V2O5 on a high-surface-
area carbon based material is particularly attractive because of the
potential for increasing both the conductivity and the capacitance
of the composite relative to the metal oxide or carbon itself.
Recently we reported V2O5 nanowire/carbon nanotube compo-
sites for supercapacitor applications and observed that the
presence of CNTs improves the power and energy densities.38

Fang and co-workers also reported the fast and reversible surface
reduction of V2O5 dispersed on carbon nanotubes.39 Addition-
ally, Chen et al. investigated the capacitive properties of a
activated carbon/V2O5 composite.40

In this paper, a novel method for the preparation of three-
dimensional (3D) VNT clusters on commercially available high
surface area carbon fabric via PLD is reported for the first time.
The PLD technique was employed to deposit vanadium oxide
thin films on conductive carbon fiber sheets followed by a
hydrothermal treatment to grow the VNT spherical clusters on
the carbon fibers. As-prepared 3D VNT clusters on high surface
area carbon fabric showed promising electrochemical properties
for supercapacitor applications. The VNT films were character-
ized by XRD, infrared (IR), and Raman spectroscopy, as well as
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron
microscopy (TEM).

’EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Materials. All reagents were used without further purification.
Vanadium pentoxide (99%) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Hexa-
decylamine (HDA) was obtained from Alfa-Aesar. All solvents were
used as received. Carbon fiber fabric (SpectracarbTM 2225) and carbon
fiber sheet (SpectracarbTM 2250A) were purchased fromEngineered Fiber
Technology (Shelton, CT). Lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonamide)
(LiTFSI) was obtained from TCI America. A Teflon film (Gore
Company) was used as the separator between the two electrodes.
Deposition of V2O5 Thin Films.The Spectracarb substrates were

cleaned by sonication in deionized water and ethanol. Thin films of
V2O5 nanoparticles were deposited on the Spectracarb by PLD as
follows. First 2.5 g of V2O5 powder were pressed into a pellet with a
diameter of ∼2.5 cm and a thickness of ∼3 mm. Under a controlled
atmosphere (∼200 mTorr of oxygen) V2O5 was deposited on a
Spectracarb fabric at 300 �C. The pulsed laser deposition was performed
for 60 min using a Lambda Physik Compex 102 excimer laser operating

at 248 nm (KrF) and 300 mJ with a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The laser
beam was focused onto the target at an angle of 45�. The target was
rotated at 5 rpm.

VNT films were synthesized by modification of a published
procedure.21 A suspension of V2O5 (10 mmol) and 1-hexadecylamine
(HAD) in 20 mL of deionized (DI) water was stirred for 2 h at room
temperature. DI water (20 mL) was added to the mixture and stirred for
48 h to yield a dark yellow suspension. The resulting suspension and the
PLD V2O5/Spectracarb fabric were sealed in a Teflon-lined autoclave
and heated at 180 �C for 7 days. The VNT clusters grown on the
Spectracarb (VNT-CF) fabric were washed with deionized water then
ethanol and dried at 80 �C.
Supercapacitor Assembly. A typical coin cell packaging

(CR2032) was used to assemble the asymmetric supercapacitor. The
VNT-CF electrode served as the anode and the blank Spectracarb
carbon fabric as the cathode, which were separated by a Teflon sheet. In
order to have a better electrode contact with the coin cell metal contacts,
two carbon fiber sheet spacers (Spectracarb 2250A) were sandwiched
between each electrode and the stainless steel current collectors
(spacers). Lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (LiTFSI) in
dry acetonitrile (0.1M), was introduced and sealed in the coin cell using
a crimper (Shenzhen Yongxingye Precision Machinery mold) compres-
sing at 1500 psi.
Characterization. Transmission electron microscope (TEM) and

scanning electron microscope (SEM) images were acquired using a
JEOL JEM-2100 TEM at 200 kV (JEOL Co. Ltd.) and a Leo 1530 VP
field emission electron microscope respectively. X-ray powder diffrac-
tion (XRD) patterns were obtained using a Rigaku Ultima III diffract-
ometer (Cu Kα radiation). Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectra
were recorded from a Nicolet Avatar 360 FT-IR spectrophotometer.
Cyclic voltammograms and galvanostatic charge discharge profiles were
obtained using a supercapacitor testing system (SCTS, Arbin In-
struments) in the potential range of �0.5 to 1.5 V.

’RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The key to growing V2O5 nanotubes on the high surface area carbon
substrates was the deposition of a thin layer of V2O5 nanoparticles by
PLD. Figure 1 shows the SEM images of the surface of the carbon fiber
before (a) and after (b) pulsed laser deposition of V2O5 thin film. The
inset low-resolution SEM images show the arrangement of carbon fibers
in the fabric. The thin layer of deposited V2O5 on these carbon fibers acts
as a seed layer for the growth of VNT clusters. Orthorhombic α-V2O5

has a layered structure, which is built from stacking of distorted edge-
shared VO5 pyramids in the (010) direction. There are singly coordi-
nated vanadyl oxygens, doubly coordinated and bridging oxygens triply
coordinated to vanadium ions.17 The first step in the synthesis of the
V2O5 nanotubes is the intercalation of hexadecylamine (HDA), which
forms a loosely interconnected sheet structure. This was achieved by

Figure 1. High-resolution SEM images of the surface of a carbon fiber in
fabric (a) before and (b) after the pulsed laser deposition of V2O5. Inset
images show the low-resolution images of carbon fiber fabric before and
after the pulsed laser deposition.
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vigorous stirring of V2O5 in the presence of HDA. During the hydro-
thermal treatment the HDA intercalated V2O5 layers delaminates
which fascilitates scrolling of the sheets to form the tubular structure.
Previously O’Dwyer et al. synthesized spherical nanotube clusters and
discussed the possible mechanism involved in growing of VNT
urchins.33Moreover, it was suggested that the linking of lamina structure
in the presence of the amines. In present study, the delaminated V2O5

layers may anchor to the PLD film V2O5 surface and the excess HAD
surfactant may fascilitate the radial arrangement of VNTs in the same
way. Additionally, the densely packed, laser-deposited V2O5 nanoparti-
cle layermay anchor the scrolling lamellars, resulting in partially oriented
nanotubes. We have observed this with high-aspect-ratio zeolite crystal
films grown by this PLD process.27

The SEM images in Figure 2 show the morphology of the VNT
clusters and nanostructure of VNT films grown on the carbon fabric.
The radially grown VNT clusters with densely packed nanotubes form
spherical three-dimensional structures (Figure 2a). In some cases, the
VNTs grow radially along the fiber axis (Figure 2b). Images c and d in
Figure 2 further illustrate the morphology of the V2O5 nanotubes at
higher magnification with an average diameter of ∼70 nm (Figure 2d).
The excess V2O5 in the hydrothermal medium results in some free VNTs,
which have similar dimensions to theVNTclusters supported on the carbon
fibers. The dark black-green color of the nanotubes in clusters and the free
VNTs in the reaction medium is an evidence of partial reduction of V5+ to

Figure 2. (a, b) Spherical clusters of densely packed VNTs grown on
carbon fibers of Spectracarb carbon fabric. (c) Boundary of two clusters
consists of radially grown nanotubes, inset image shows nanotubes are
freely formed and attached from one end. (d) Open-end tubular
structure of V2O5 nanotubes in a spherical cluster.

Figure 3. High-resolution TEM micrographs for VNTs. (a) Tubular
structure is formed by scrolling few layers of nanosheets to give the
hollow center extend toward the end of the nanotube. (b) Layered
structure of VNTs show 2.4 nm lattice distance with outer and inner
diameter of 70 and 24 nm, respectively.

Figure 4. X-ray diffraction pattern of as-made VNTs on carbon fiber
fabric.

Figure 5. (a) Raman and (b) FT-IR spectra of the VNT clusters (I) and
the bulk (II) VNTs.
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V4+ during hydrothermal synthesis. This has previously been observed for
V2O5 nanostructures prepared under similar conditions.

5,10,38

The transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images shown in
Figure 3 reveal open-ended vanadium oxide nanotubes (Figure 3a).
These open ended nanotubes are ∼70 nm in diameter with ∼24 nm
pores, which is consistent with the SEM images (Figure 2d). The dark
fringes of the layered structure with the interlayer distance ∼2.4 nm in
Figure 3b correspond to V�O layers and light fringes are interlayer
spacing of V�O layers, which contain intercalated primary amines.41

The X-ray diffraction patterns of V2O5 nanotubes and VNT films
are shown in Figure 4. The (001), (002), (003), (100), (110), (210),
and (310) reflections are consistent with the crystalline V2O5 mono-
clinic phase.42�44 Themost intense peak at 2θ = 2.56� angle is the (001)
reflection corresponding to a d-spacing of∼3.4 nm. This value is a little
larger than the interlayer spacing measured by the TEM image
(∼ 2.4 nm) depicted in Figure 3b. This difference is may be due to
the dehydration and partial rearrangement of the template between the
layers upon exposure to the high-voltage electron beam under the
ultrahigh-vacuum conditions used in TEM analysis.10 The interlayer
distance of the as-synthesized nanotubes with HDA template is similar
to the previously reported d-spacing of VNTs prepared using HDA
template.45,46 Moreover, the d-spacing is larger than the amine molec-
ular length (2.12 nm), suggesting the intercalation of the amines
between the nanotube walls, which are formed with the double layer
of VO4 tetrahedra.

33,42

The as-prepared VNT clusters and free VNTs were further analyzed
by Raman and FT-IR spectroscopy (Figure 5). The strong Raman bands
located at 197 and 196 cm�1 are attributed to the bending mode of
(V2O2)n and chain translation, which is associated with the layered
structure (Figure 5a). The Raman band at 991 cm�1 is due to the
terminal oxygen (VdO) stretching mode. The peak at 696 cm�1

corresponds to the doubly coordinated oxygen (V2�O) stretching
mode, which is due to corner-shared oxygen common to two pyramids.
The peak at 526 cm�1 is attributed to the triply coordinated oxygen
(V3�O) stretching mode of edge-shared oxygen in common with three
pyramids. Bands at 403 and 476 cm�1 correspond to the bending
vibrations of the bridging a V�O�O). Two lower frequency peaks at
196 and 287 cm�1 are results from the bending vibrations of the VdO
bonds.47,48

The FT-IR spectra in Figure 5b show strong bands at 2917 and
2849 cm�1for the C�H stretching and bending modes of the inter-
calated HDA template. The H�N�H wagging vibrations of alkylam-
monium ions adsorbed on V2O5 are shown between 1500 to1650 cm

�1.
Vanadyl oxygen (VdO) stretching V�O�V bending modes at 1005,
578, and 485 cm�1 exhibits the most important structural evidence of

the presence of VNTs with vibrational modes of νs(VdO), νs-
(V�O�V), and νas(V�O�V), respectively.20

The electrochemical properties of the as-prepared VNT-CF electrode
were studied by assembling coin cell type supercapacitors (CR2032) in a
two-electrode system. The as-prepared VNT-CF electrode was em-
ployed as the negative and a carbon fiber fabric was used as the positive
electrode. Figure 6a shows the cyclic voltammetric response of the VNT-
CF in 1M LiTFSI (in acetonitrile) at different scan rates in the potential
range from �0.5 to 1.5 V. The quasi-rectangular shape in Figure 6a
indicates a balance of pseudo capacitance from the V2O5 and EDLC
from carbon fiber fabric. The retention of the shape of the cyclic
voltammograms even at 20 mVs�1 is a good indication of reversible
Li ion intercalation. During the charging process V+5 ions are reduced to
V+4 in the lattice, resulting in intercalation of Li ions from the electrolyte
to balance the overall charge. As previously reported, the V4+ ions are
partially oxidized to V5+, leaving a mixture of V4+ and V5+. Volumetric
changes due to the difference in the sizes of these ions, 0.86 Å versus
0.495 Å and the formation of defects in the lattice structure allows more
freedom for Li+ ion intercalation and deintercalation.17,49 The high
porosity of the carbon fiber fabric facilitates the mobility of Li+ ions back
and forth during the redox cycle. Galvanostatic discharge cycles of the
VNT-CF electrode at different current densities from 0.1 to 1.0 A g�1

are shown in Figure 6b. The nearly straight line for the discharge profile
further suggests balanced redox and electric double layer properties of

Figure 6. (a) Cyclic votammograms at different scan rates and (b) Galvanostatic discharge curves of VNT-CF electrode for various current densities
from 0.1 to 1.0 Ag1�.

Figure 7. Cyclic voltammograms of the VNT-CF electrode for 50
continuous cycles acquired at 5 mVs�1 scan rate (only 10th �50th
cycles were plotted).
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the VNT-CF electrode. The energy and power densities were calculated
according to the equation E = (IΔtΔV)/(2m) and P = E/Δt, where I is
the constant discharge current, Δt is the discharge time, ΔV is the
voltage difference after the voltage drop and m is the total mass of both
electrodes (carbon fabric electrode and the VNT-CF electrode). The
coin cell fabricated with theVNT-CF electrode delivers maximum
energy density of 11.6 W h kg�1 and 1200 W K g�1 of power density
at discharge current densities at 0.1 and 1.0 A g�1, respectively. Even at
high discharge current rates, the low potential drop (iR drop) at the
beginning of the discharge suggests a lower internal resistance. It should
be noted that the VNT-CF electrode delivers a higher energy density
due to the redox active V2O5 nanotubes and the spherical morphology.
Electronic contact of VNTs not only to the substrate but also between
nanotubes could enhance the power performance as V2O5 has poor
electronic conductivity. In spite of the power density, the VNT
structures display long cycling life. Figure 7 shows the 50 continuous
cycles obtained at 5 mVs�1. The area of each cycle is proportional to the
amount of Li+ intercalated. Higher current output and constant cyclic
performance explains the stability of VNT clusters toward intercalation/
deintercalation of Li+ ions. The almost constant current output of the
cyclic voltammograms recorded up to 50 cycles demonstrates the stability of
VNT clusters toward long-term cycle charging and discharging.

’CONCLUSION

Vanadium oxide nanotube clusters having densely packed
nanotubes in radial arrangement were prepared on high-sur-
face-area carbon fiber fabric (Spectracarb) via pulsed laser depo-
sition followed by hydrothermal treatment. High-surface-area
carbon fibers serve as the conducting material and freestanding
substrate for the VNT clusters prepared by hydrothermal synth-
esis. SEM images clearly show the micrometer size spherical
clusters consist of densely packed nanotubes. The TEM images
further confirmed the formation of a tubular structure having
inner, outer diameters and interlayer distances of∼24,∼70, and
∼2.4 nm, respectively. Test cells were assembled (CR2032 coin
cells) in two electrode configuration and the performance of the
VNT-CF electrode as the anode material was studied. The VNT-
CF electrodes exhibit promising electrochemical properties
suitable for energy storage applications with long-term stability
during charge and discharge cycles. These VNT spherical clusters
on carbon fabrics exhibit an energy density of 11.6 W h kg�1 and
power density of 1.2 kW K g�1.
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